Thanks to rapidly expanding data network options, you now have more ways to connect with your business than ever before. But the communications landscape evolves quickly, and your needs are always changing. Keeping your user device fleet up to date and ready for the future is a challenge.

For those needing a business-ready data device truly adaptable for your network needs today and tomorrow, and require frequent, rich, instant communication, the Evolve LTE handheld combines the capabilities of an Android device with the ruggedness and reliability of a business-critical push-to-talk device, using CBRS private LTE and Wi-Fi. With Evolve, your device fleet will use the cutting-edge technology of today and be ready for the innovations of tomorrow.
BUILT FOR ANY ENVIRONMENT

Ruggedized and accessible for hands hard at work, with audio quality and features to hear and be heard in the loudest environments, Evolve safely gets the job done anywhere you do business.

RUGGED AND RESILIENT
Evolve was built tough, to reliably operate in any conditions that you do business. Completely dustproof and submersible in up to 2 meters of water for up to 2 hours, intrinsically safe for hazardous environments, with a rugged Gorilla Glass display, it is built to withstand repeated drops onto concrete. Evolve was built to perform on the job, with glove-operable, liquid-resistant touchscreen, physical programmable buttons and standard Android menu and navigation buttons.

POWER FOR MULTIPLE SHIFTS
Now your device can stay in the field as long as your team does, ready for multi-shift use with quick-changing batteries and multiple battery options. Unlike consumer smart devices which are not commonly designed to withstand an entire shift on one charge, and cannot be handed over from shift-to-shift without charging, Evolve is equipped with high-capacity swappable batteries.

SUPERIOR AUDIO QUALITY
A truly business-critical voice device with large speakers and louder, clearer audio with receive and transmit quality that far outperforms consumer smart devices, Evolve allows your team to hear and be heard in any environment you do business. The unmatched audio quality carries through to a range of accessories, such as wireless remote speaker microphones that provide even quicker access to push-to-talk, or compact earpieces that let your team be discreet as they communicate.

INTELLIGENT INTERFACE

Designed to give your team immediate access to the data and intelligence flowing in and out of your enterprise, and help them make informed decisions on the fly.

ANDROID PLATFORM
Built with the familiar user experience of the Android operating system, Evolve will be a seamless transition for anyone who has used an Android smartphone or tablet.

OPEN APP ECOSYSTEM
With its open app platform, your users can access any app in the Google Play Store, including G-suite apps such as Gmail and Google Maps, productivity apps such as Slack, Teams, and Dialpad, or even your own custom Android apps. A variety of mobile device management (MDM) platforms for Android give you full control over which apps get installed, helping you ensure maximum productivity and security.

FULL MULTIMEDIA CAPABILITIES
Evolve’s 5” touch screen is your users’ window into the world of data-empowered insights and applications — allowing them to view videos, images, schematics, and diagrams from anywhere. Front- and rear-facing cameras allow you to capture and send images and video, and video chat.
EXTENSIVELY CONNECTED

Equipped with future-proofed data and voice connectivity, and access to an expanding technology and software ecosystem, Evolve is ready to grow alongside your business.

SEAMLESS BROADBAND DATA
As your enterprise data needs and network capabilities expand, this device is ready for your transition to next-generation enterprise networks. With its support for both Wi-Fi and CBRS, Evolve will adapt to your network configuration and provide a seamless transition path to private LTE. It also provides a CBRS hotspot that allows legacy Wi-Fi devices to take full advantage of private LTE backhaul. Bluetooth 5.0 support provides additional future-proofing for connectivity to the next generation of third-party devices and accessories.

INTUITIVE VOICE COMMUNICATION
Give your team quick, easy, instant communications that let them keep their eyes on their work. With its dedicated push-to-talk button, Evolve delivers the intuitive voice communications your team relies on. Backed by our WAVE technology, Evolve can provide seamless push-to-talk communications over Wi-Fi and private LTE, while interoperating with MOTOTRBO radios and smart devices on public LTE networks.

MOTOROLA TECHNOLOGY ECOSYSTEM
Connect into a limitless future of technology and software integrations with Motorola’s growing technology and software solution set, including video security and analytics, smart virtual assistant, location services, and incident management. Thanks to its processing power, large display and rich data connectivity, your Evolve device will have you poised to deploy advanced technology as your needs grow, while its rugged design and seamless voice capabilities ensure that you never compromise your most critical communications.

ENTERPRISE-READY

Less downtime, lower cost of ownership, and comprehensive fleet management keeps the power and control of your fleet in your hands.

EASY DEVICE UPDATES
Program and update your fleet over Wi-Fi and CBRS without taking your devices out of the field, and have more comprehensive fleet admin control by scheduling network and device updates for when it’s best for your business.

COMPREHENSIVE FLEET CONTROL
Maintain control of fleet application access, behaviors, permissions, and securities with both custom and off-the-shelf APIs available through Android enterprise, implemented and managed through the mobile device management solution of your choice.

PREDICTABLE OWNERSHIP COSTS
With our Nitro CBRS private LTE solution, you retain full control over your fleet’s network coverage, data and service costs over other private or public LTE solutions. Realize even more value per device and greater savings on fleet service costs with Motorola’s Essential service included for three years, and optional services including accidental damage coverage.
For more information about Evolve and Nitro, contact your Motorola Solutions representative or visit motorolasolutions.com/Evolve